
CAPABILITY STATEMENT
Putting the Luxury back into cleaning since 2010



COMPANY SUMMARY
Putting the Luxury back into cleaning since 2010

Luxe Clean Group Australia was created to give Brisbane home, business owners and property developers a
reliable, responsible and adaptive cleaning service.

As a family business, we’re committed to going the extra mile and delivering the same premium standards
every time we clean no matter what the project or how big or small the property is.

Our referral rate is amazing! 1 in 2 clients recommends us to their family, friends, and business contacts. Our
organic growth is at a staggering 105%. 

Communicate and engage
Strength in Team
Be Impactful 
Have fun

Our company is built on:
Passion - we love what we do
Pride - we care about what we do
Purpose - we are focused
Precision - we strive for excellence
Personality - we love to have fun and be creative
while we're working hard

Our Values
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Luxe Clean Group Australia has gone above and
beyond in maintaining our commercial property.
I am grateful that they always turn up on time

and deliver what they promise. I look forward to
many years of working relationship with them!

 
- Michael Sullivan, Commercial Client

Our Vision
Luxe Clean Group Australia creates a better, cleaner,
healthier, luxurious environment for everyone.

Our Mission
Utilising our expertise, knowledge, strong
relationships, and ability to understand what is
required.

Providing a fresh perspective, to enrich environments
and orchestrate real change.

Maximising returns on investments for all.



CORE COMPETENCIES
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Providing premium cleaning and detailing services for small to medium businesses
and giving back time, freedom and lifestyle to our clients. 

Focused on pre-sales and auction
preparation, vacate, general, spring,
initial and maintenance cleans, window
cleaning, external house cleans, pressure
cleaning for outdoor spaces

RESIDENTIAL AND REAL ESTATE

Builders cleans, pre-entry cleans, sparkles,
window cleaning, outdoor cleaning, 

BUILDING & PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

Regular cleans and detailing, initial and maintenance
cleans, window cleaning, outdoor cleaning, general
cleaning and detailing

COMMERCIAL



DIFFERENTIATORS
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Committed Cleaning and Detailing 
Luxe Clean Experts

The Luxe Clean Experience

Dedicated day and time for cleaning

Consistent Quality

Zero Callbacks

100% Satisfaction

Feedback encouraged

Brisbane's One-Stop Cleaning Service!



COMPANIES WE WORKED WITH
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OUR MEMBERSHIPS



CONTACT DETAILS
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0425 753 899

info@luxecleangroup.com.au

https://www.luxecleangroup.com.au/


